I am in front of a garage looking at the new car of my girlfriend's brother. It is an hybrid car and I tell his wife that it must consume very little but she cannot understand me. I then go back inside and get a phone call that their little daughter suffocated while driving but then got back alive.
I am with my girlfriend at the mechanic and realize that she has to pay a big bill for our car. I then offer her to pay half and realize that the mechanic is from my native town. They are two of them from there and I tell them my last name and how I have bought a barn in a nearby mountain.
I am on a boat with the prime minister's wife she actually comes seating next to me and we both get ready to photograph the landscape around us. There is actually some hills of a green but dirty rocks and I show them to her. She is bothered at first but then realizes that they are beautiful.
I am at a conference seating next to my Bulgarian colleague. I have a notebook in front of me and she starts making a drawing. I don't understand what she means with it and she tells me that she is planning to change department. I want to suggest her a good professor but fear to be heard.
I am with my stepfather and stepsister showing them a faraway mountain. I ask them if they want to visit it and we reach the top in no time. There is a cabin there and take them inside showing them the little windows. I think it is cloudy out but my stepfather checks and he can see trees.
I am washing myself in my supervisor's bathroom and her husband comes to brush his teeth. I then wonder where he is going next and he tells me that he is on his way to Florida even though he has toothpaste in his mouth. I then tell him that he can take the train directly from the airport.
I am walking on a dirt road with my step cousin. On our left side there is a very tall mountain and I suggest him that we should go up. He actually wants to go straight to a restaurant. I then let him go forward and realize that his legs are quite short and he must be still very young.
I am in a small public toilette brushing my teeth when a German girl also comes in to use the opposite lavatory. She is actually staring at me through the mirror and I ask her what is the matter. She then tells me that she is in love with me and I keep brushing my teeth afraid of looking at her.
I am in an empty warehouse inspecting different rooms. I then realize that the main walls are solid but the walls between each room are dirty and lacks some bricks. I then start a cutting machine but the handle cannot lift up and it keeps moving dangerously around the main hall.
I am in the entrance of a big shop and ask the owners if I can check it. They let me in and I go all the way to the end where there are some many bathrooms. As I walk back I realize that there are suddenly a lot of people and they sell all kinds of electric supplies including some nice big cameras.
I am walking with a friend in a big city at night. There is a big road we have to follow to get back to our hotel but it comes to an end and we find ourselves among many people partying. I then think of asking one of them but realize that they are drunk and we might get into a fight.
I am back to my apartment in Sweden and it is quite late. I am actually with two friends and let them come in to sleep in the hallway. As I go to my room I realize that my Greek roommate is sleeping there. As I get back to the hallway I find another roommate complaining about the new guests.
I am in a room with a blond girl. I realize that she is talking to me laying on her bed with her body half naked. She is actually quite ugly and I can see her shabby breast but she anyway comes to kiss me. We actually need to talk about the money she owes me and I pull her back.
I am with some friends and break in the office of a politician. I then start opening up a hole through an electric box. There should be some hidden documents there but we soon hear the security guards arriving. As everyone hides I slide down the emergency staircase and my girlfriend follows.
I am in a roller coaster and the man next to me shoots the two in front of us. As we get down their dead bodies are discovered and the killer keeps there pretending to be a doctor. I actually hide in the crowd but see the Italian police coming and go inside a bar to pedal but I get caught.
I am deep down a valley with a group of American soldiers. We have to get out of it and I show them a dirt road which connects to an asphalt road on the top. We then walk on it and reach a tunnel but need torches to get through it. There is actually a sidewalk for pedestrian and we can go on.
I am in a mountain village talking to an old local. She was expecting me there with some friends and had even cooked us dinner with her husband. I actually have to leave and follow a younger woman pushing her small daughter on a bike. As we get out on the road I realize it is my village.
I am with my parents and stop in front of a fancy store. My stepfather gives me his pierce to go inside and I bike to the top of the building where I want to make a small film of the view. There are actually some drunk people there and all the blocks where I should seat are covered with vomit.
I am on a bus with a group of scouts and seat next to their leader. She is from my native town and we kiss. We then get off at the next stop and she takes me to her bedroom where I suck her nipples. The other scout leader arrives and my girl takes a shower but doesn't want to kiss anymore.
I am in a room of a villa seating with my girlfriend and the prime minister. The latter tries to have a conversation with me and asks me if I have an hobbies. I then tell him that I do carpentry work and he leaves. He comes back wearing jogging clothes and we also get changed to jog with him.
I am in a parking lot looking at the staff of the national radio preparing a program about me. The main presenter is recording the introduction while eating ice-cream and a guy is following her carrying a lot of microphones. Suddenly two other women come up with beautiful barking dogs.
I am walking down the staircase to an airplane and tease the son of a colleague. He speaks English quite well and comments on a train trip he is about to do with his parents. We then get on a bus to reach the aircraft but it is delayed and we start driving south east through north west Russia.
I am in small theater with my spiritual friend and we look at the poster of a naked woman posing like an Indian goddess. My friend then tells me that she was available for him but he didn't want her. As I walk to the café I seat with my old Swedish colleagues and find the girl among them.
I am cross-country skiing in a forest and meet a family from southern Germany. I then explain to them how locals still speak Bavarian and keep forward but cannot find my skies. There are many other skies next to a cabin and I try one on but it doesn't fit and I decide to accept that I lost them.
I am watching a program on TV about the director of an industry. She says that the board wanted her to buy an Italian racing car to make her more representative. She tried one but realize that it was too powerful and she could speed double as fast as she was allowed in a matter of seconds.
I am driving with my stepfather at night and tell him about my supervisor. She wants me to include in my thesis a chapter with my DNA and my stepfather tells me that he can get it for me right away. We then look in his trunk for some syringes but he just has enough for his patients.
I am with my kid watching a movie about an Arab man on a horse being surrounded by the English army. He is actually pushed into a small city where he finds shelter in an abandoned chapel. He kidnaps a small kid and when the army arrives he pretends to be recycling trash on a sidewalk.
I am on a boat with my old friends and we reach a small island before it gets dark. We encourage the captain to get as close as possible to it and we almost touch the shore. I then realize that there is only sand there and joke saying that everyone to get down and build a high mountain.
I am in a garden and see a snake coming out of the earth. My girlfriend steps on its tale and then pulls it up. She holds it in her arms and I see it pulling its tongue against me. I then run inside and lock myself in the bathroom but there is an opening and my girlfriend throws the snake inside.
I am driving a racing motorcycle. There is another guy on a motorcycle in front of me and I try to bend like him but cannot see well when I bend to the left. I almost have an accident but then follow him into a building where he fills his helmet with a brown oil and gives me a tag to do it for free.
I am in a parking lot helping my stepfather to empty a car. I then go through a shop to bring the things inside to my mother but a guy at the cash desk tells me that she still has a debt with them. I then show my mother that I found some money in the car but I have to give them to the shop.
I am walking on a street to reach a shop selling office supplies. It is closed and I go inside the opposite shop. The lady working there makes a phone call to ask when it will open again. She actually tells me to wait in a room but it is actually her bedroom and she comes inside to fuck me.
I am on a bus going through a big city where I should meet my Polish friend. My girlfriend is also with me and we pass by a neighborhood that looks Polish. She then asks me if I have to get off and I read on a message that it is in the next station. I then get off there but the city is too modern.
I am with my son in a café and we look at a screen showing two guys on top of two girls. The girls try to make out with each other and then escapes from the guys. We can actually see their naked bodies and realize that the actors are seating next to us. One of them is my Ukrainian colleague.
I am on a mountain field and realize that there is a path going to a forest. Beyond that forest is the field where I want to build my cathedral and decide to convert the path into staircases. I then see how straight it is and walk on it but realize that it is too curved and I will need to go straighter.
I am in a small room with an older guy and a younger guy. My new camera has actually arrived and we decide to inspect that all its fine with it. The guys then open it and find raisins inside. While the young guy counts them the old one checks them on a special sheet in the user manual.
I am watching a film about a man waking up in a cage. Nothing has happened to him but the camera shows another cage connected to it. He was previously placed in this cage and the film shows that he was actually sleeping next to a leopard. The latter was also sleeping but then disappeared.
I am walking in the mountains and a new bridge to cross. I see that they have build it using big stones and it is easy to walk. They also use one to close a big cave but the passage became too small and there are stones hanging on the top. As I try to remove them my Polish friend arrives.
I am on the train and get a message from a Swedish friend saying that I should join them for a small event in a small city. I actually need to teach a class but decide to go to the event. There is another Swedish friend and they want me to direct it but I tell them that I can only sing if they want.
I am watching the news and hear about an homosexual Mexican guy how got harassed by the presidential candidate. The latter wrote him an e-mail and a program automatically detected the offensive words. The Mexican didn't even sue him but the program did that automatically for him.
I am with a group of friends in front of a small condominium in the mountains. It is very early in the morning and we go inside making a lot of noise. I then run out again cleaning up the mess we have left on the wooden staircase. I can see that my friends in the balcony have been caught.
I am in a large field with a football team. We are spread out in a circle and use a walnut instead of a ball. I try to get it but there is an Argentinian guy who is constantly chasing me. The walnut is actually under him and I pretend like nothing but then get it and throw it back on the other side.
I am in a small classroom attending a lecture from my old art history professor. He is actually done and asks if we want the photos he just showed. I do and get an envelope with a lot of photos from an old performance. He also gives me a small bouquet of flowers and shows me how they spin.
I am in a empty square at night thinking how to drill hook on one side. As I realize I don't have the right drill a girl tells me that she is stuck with her van. She then shows me that she has a bed mattress inside and it is blocked by another. I then realize that we can get rid of an old foldable one.
I am driving with my girlfriend and realize that she is related to my art history professor. We are actually going to his place and she takes me through the first floor where he is getting an haircut from his wife. We walked next to them but keep going to another room without greeting them.
I am in a changing room with a lot of bathrooms along a corridor. I go inside one to pee and start removing the plastic frame around the flush. I then hide it and walk out again realizing that there might be some security cameras. I keep walking until I find a bar and seat with a gay couple.
I am in a classroom and see that an American journalist has written me an e-mail. He wants me to prepare a show for a conference and I realize that he is in the room. He actually walks out and I pinch the nipples of a statue but then he comes back and the students tell him what I have done.
I am in my former parents-in-law farm reading a small catalogue. It says how good my ex wife has been to cultivate mushroom on my vegetable garden. As I turn to the last page her mother prohibits me to touch it. His daughter then drives me away and I notice a lot of new cabins in the field.
I am with my parents walking in a village and my mother shows me the church where I did my confirmation. I realize that it is quite modern even though she tells me that there are precious artworks inside. We actually go in and find a famous musician who gave up his band to play the organ.
I am in the European parliament and talk to my old supervisor. He tells me that my new supervisor has pulled out and he became my supervisor again. As we walk out of the parliament he tells me to look into some legal documents and I realize there is an installation with tires on the roof.
I am in a touristic city following a guide over a small bridge. He shows how Russian tourists are still going around with boats despite the recession. We then keep walking along a canal and reach a lesbian couple. One of the girls gives me a small carpet and I saw it on her big breast.
I am looking at a brochure of a real estate agency. It looks like it is from my own village and I go to the next page where there is a picture of a mountain. It is actually a much taller mountain than the one we have in the village, They also have a village and I see that it is built on a steep cliff.
I am in a restaurant eating with an old guy. He is quite fancy but I realize that his teeth are rotten. There is a girl behind him and she suddenly asks what kind of color his friend's eyes should have. He then answers they should be of a light color even though he already has light eyes.
I am driving a car with some young kids on board and make them laugh saying that they should make love to their hands. We then reach a house and realize that there is a couple sleeping on the floor. We then bang on the windows and the guy opens but the kids go in to steal candies.
I am seating on a table with some relatives and realize that one of them is a famous philosopher. I then tell him that I am following him on social media but he is too famous to friend me. As we walk away I realize that another relative is a famous musician and I tell him about a guitarist friend.
I am walking with my girlfriend's mother and his boyfriend on a Icelandic landscape. We reach a passage between two mountain tops and I notice that the rock below us must have been covered with ice until recently. I then seat to film the village in front of us but my hand shakes too much.
I am with a group of colleagues in a library and meet my Dutch neighbour and his wife. They are having a meeting about a village in Italy and we are supposed to have our meeting next to them. There is too little space and we find another room but then realize that there will be a lecture there.
I am seating on a street with some guys. I am actually taking the lead to discuss about a project but one of them is not convinced about the results and the others leave. I then try to chase them back and offend them but they are going in different directions and keep talking to each other.
I am at a friend's place talking to his father about a car he has landed to my best friend. I tell them that the latter is not to be trusted but my friend doesn't care. He then shows his father the cover he bought for his phone and I drop it on the floor pretending that the phone is actually inside.
I am seating in a small bar at night. I am actually next to the wall and on the other side there is a guy ordering a beer. As he goes away with it he uses his free hand to drag me down from the shoulder. He manages and his friends come to kick me but I don't feel any pain and rise up again.
I am on a dating site that has a lot of black and white icons placed in a big matrix. I use my finger to activate them one by one and they light in different colors. The more I activate the more chances I have to find a match and I just sweep very fast with my fingers but the icons collapse.
I am inside a church and walk to the back of the altar. There is an old priest with a long beard reciting from a book and I realize that I am also dressing like a priest and I am holding a much thinner book. As he finishes I gave it to him as a present and tell him who my stepfather is.
I am inside the small jewelry of a village where I use to live as a teenager. There is a beautiful blond woman next to me and we start talking about our kids. She then tells me about two antroposophical schools and I pretend to know about them but then she asks me what one of them is.
I am reading through the corrections that my supervisor wrote down on my thesis. I come to one sentence where I criticize academics and see that she has crossed the first word. I then assume that she wants me to remove the whole sentence but then see that she only added another word.
I am seating in the very back of a university classroom and listen to three professors who call up the name of the doctorate students. I am actually called twice and they assign me a whole group to supervise. There are two other groups and on their supervisors offer me her help but I refuse it.
I am in my barn in the mountains and my woodman friend arrives. He suggests to put cloth under the door and I take him in my apartment. He actually brought a guitar as a present but two strings are missing. As he asks me when we will move in I start playing it making a beautiful song.
I am in a kitchen with an Asian girl. As I realize that she is a prostitute another Asian prostitute comes in. She is much uglier than the former one and has a round fat face with a shabby body but we start to make out anyway. As I open my eyes I realize that she must be actually from Africa.
I am at a party with some Eastern Europeans people and see that a guy smacks my new camera down on a marble table. I then smack his head on it but he takes his camera and hides it with his friends. I look for it everywhere and realize that I am loosing my flight but cannot travel without it.
I am in a van with my girlfriend and my Polish friend. There is actually a Polish girl hitchhiking and we pick her up. She seats in the trunk with me and we make out but then we arrive in a field where her brother starts beating me up. I then realize how ugly she is and that they are Romanians.
I am working in a market and my Indian boss tells me and a Chinese colleague to arrange a stock of old clothes on a stand. I know it will never be sold but do it anyway. There are other Chines people watching and no one buys but my boss tells us to take out a stock of new wrapped clothes.
I am in a small and dark apartment with my son. We decide to seat on the floor and play dices. There are several of different colors but my son manages to already pull out the red ones. We then go to bed and I promise that I can take him to sleep by a movie theater to see a film about a saint.
I am watching on television an interview with a skier who just got third in the European championship. It is the best result for an Italian but the skier specifies that two other Italians arrived third in the world championship. They then show how she left skiing and became a famous musician.
I am following two girls in a tunnel. They actually start running and I run after them but I have to stop several times to catch my breath. As we get back out I start leading them jogging slowly but a guy joins us and we have to go up a mountain to fetch an electric whip he has forgotten there.
I am walking across a field and see some kids training karate. I then walk towards them making a plastic red stick rotating in the air. I actually think that they will attack me but I am much faster and run through them. Two of them are playing soccer and they follow me but they are too slow.
I am in my parents-in-law's house and go in a room to watch the news. I feel very happy to have a room all for myself where to only watch television but soon my mountain neighbour's daughter arrives. I actually understand that it is there house where we are and she wants me to go out.
I am eating at a restaurant with my best friend. One of his old girlfriends is also there and they start flirting with each other even though they are both married with kids and she is ugly. She actually lays on the table and he gets on top of her to make love even though his pants are not down.
I am with an old friend walking around a small city and end up in a church. We go inside and I look at the altar wrapped in textile with ropes keeping it together. There is a priest preaching on the other side and we seat with other believers. We try to listen to him but he is boring and we leave.
I am walking on the street and find two poor boys seating in a corner on top of a small cement wall. The smallest is quite dark skin and start talking to me in Italian. He wants money and I am about to give him a note but it is way too much and pull out two notes. I then give one each.
I am in an old Italian city walking and meet my best friend with his wife. They have been there for a long time and they don't know what to do. They still have one hour before their train departs and I suggest them to stay at my parents' place. They are actually not there and I must leave.
I am walking down a street and see my American curator friend in a library. I go in to talk to him a little bit but then go out again to meet another curator. We go back on the same street and I want to introduce him my friend but he doesn't want to. The latter comes out and they start talking.
I am walking with my son in our mountain village and see a kid riding on a pink chart connected to a small donkey. He is going quite fast and my son really likes it. As we start walking up we also notice some caves on a cliff and realize that we can go to see them. They are progressively bigger.
I am in my mountain cottage with my drunk neighbour and hear her stealing something from my kitchen. She then walks out with a metal mug and I follow her to see if she took wine from me. I smell her cup and realize that she only took some soluble coffee and she will cook it at her place.
I am in a garden and seat on a table with other guests. One of them starts complaining about our generation and show him that my dead grandmother's brother is seating at the end of the table and he is really calm. I then realize that everybody else is my relative and shake hand with them.
I am walking through some fields and reach my former father-in-law's farm. I go in through the barn observing that there is a lot of hay. I take some and I am about to go in their house from the opposite exit but meet my father-in-law. He then tells me that I should join them for a party.
I am on a tram going through a Nordic city. I see that there is a river approaching and I ask a guy if the tram goes to the opposite side. There is my old school there but he looks at another lady thinking that I am crazy. I then ask if I can take another tram there but none of them answers me.
I am in a garden seating with my supervisor. She is actually correct my exam and calculates that I am now above the passing grade. She anyway tells me that I am as rough as a man in a pub and I try to hide all the bent nails I have in my pockets. As she leaves I put them under a bush.
I am running without any t-shirt in a Nordic city. My skin is actually very dark and I feel quite warm but realize that the landscape around me is frozen. I also hear a guy telling his friends that he warned them about the frost and realize that they are talking in the dialect from my region.
I am in an apartment with my old friends. The phone rings and I pick up realizing that it is a service in which we have to sing. I then start singing a Christmas song but don't know the words and let my friends continue. They are very good and the phone rings again but we sing bad again.
I am in a small apartment laying on an upper bed close to the ceiling and I can see that the kitchen light is on. There is actually a naked woman on top of me. She is quite fat and black hair. I can see her pussy almost next to my face and it could be easy to make love but she is too ugly.
I am in a city with my spiritual friend and enter a pub. We seat next to two girls and start touching them. We even get to touch their breast and my girl gets naked. She is not embarrassed to be in the pub and I actually find her quite ugly but she gets too horny and I have to start touching her.
I am at a meeting with the prime minister and listen to him giving orders for the American president's visit. He tells a young man to use his sport car to pick him up at the airport. The latter agrees but then tells me that his car is actually quite old and the engine is not working properly.
I am in an Indian village eating in a roof top and a farmer comes to visit. He then tells me that he has just finished to build his house and has used a fine plaster for the walls. He knows about my drawings and wants me to paint it but I will have to leave and it would take too long to color it.
I am walking with a guy in a Spanish city and he lays on a bench. He then shows me his arm full of holes he got doing heroine. As I listen to him I find a piece of rusted iron on the ground. I also find another one and think it is a sword. I actually find the whole handle with an emblem.
I am in a changing room of a big gym and find a Spanish old friend. I feel a bit embarrassed but she shows me a small sauna where my son and her son could go to. I then wonder if we are going to have a sauna together and she shows me that around the small sauna is another sauna.
I am with my spiritual friend running through a city to the bus station. We decided not to take a bus there to save some money but arrive that our bus has already left. There is another one leaving in a few minutes and we try to find the check-in but are sent upstairs. We only find a pub there.
I am with an American couple looking at a path on the other side of a valley. We actually end up there laying on the cliff and tanning. The girl is on the opposite side and I try to touch her hairs but his man realizes it and I stand up pretending I need to cook. I then look for a big pot for all of us.
I am with my spiritual friend on a train to a Canadian village. As he is telling me about it we reach it and get out but the controller wants to check his ticket. He doesn't have it and we hurry to the parking lot where we ask a lady with a van for a ride. She is fine with it and will drive up north.
I am in the mountains with my parents and their friends. We are going to check an apartment that one of my stepfather's clients is selling. My mother is already there and finds it awful but I realize that it is part of a bigger villa and it can be nicely renovated. My stepfather agrees with me.
I am walking on a road to a small factory whose owner is my uncle's friend. The latter has a daughter and I go in to meet her but the secretary is busy moving boxes. One of the boxes belongs to my aunt and I introduce myself. I then wait for the owner's daughter but see that she is very ugly.
I am next to a river and see a group of girls swimming upstream. The last one is attached with a rop to a boat and I realize that she is my old Indian student. She can win an American racing car and I tell her to speed up. She then starts going faster and passes all the other swimmers.

